Product Code: 010101

Wireless Thermostatic Valve TRV
Intelligent and comfortable heating control

Comfortable temperature control
via remote control or automations

Valve training function

Local button control

Suitable for all standard valves

Available heating modes such as
frost protection or energy saving

Battery Status

Temperature Setpoint

LCD display

Alarm

Integrated sensor sends local
measured temperature

Z-Wave
Funk-Status
Frost
Protection

Child Protection

Detects open windows and shuts
down automatically
www.popp.eu/thermostat

Function Button

With the POPP Wireless Radiator Thermostat your home will become even
more comfortable. Thanks to Z-Wave you can adjust your desired temperature
comfortable and easy via wireless switch, heating plan, automation scene or
from outside via smartphone. Nevertheless, you can still control the thermostat
traditionally using local buttons.
Besides direct temperature control the modern designed Popp radiator thermostat has
special heating modes such as frost protection or energy saving mode. A small LCD display
on the device displays the target temperature on request. The device has an internal
scheduler, that allows to deﬁne up to 9 setpoint for up to 7 week days. Once programmed,
these setpoints will be activated without any further manual or wireless interaction.
Further intelligent functions are open window detection with appropriate switch to energy
saving mode or the valve training function to ensure that valves are still operational after
longer periods. The device needs regular wireless connection to an IP gateway for intenal
clock update and state message exchange.
The device uses the built-in temperature sensor within the TRV to transmit and report the
exact temperature value to the gateway. You are now able to analyze the temperature directly
at the radiator and therefore increase the accuracy of your temperature control.
Dimensions:

51 x 51 x 71 mm

Weight:

114 g

With POPP products your home will become
intelligent. Control your house or appartment
by tablet pc, desktop pc, smartphone or remote
control. Activate the heating when you‘re heading
home, close your windows automatically if the
weather changes and receive short messages
when sensors set off any alarm at home.
Heating and Climate Control
Security Systems
Lighting Control
Alarm Systems
Remote Controls

For its smart home products POPP trusts Z-Wave
technology. Z-Wave is the international leading
standard for wireless communication between
intelligent devices in homes and ofﬁces and
thereby the basis for sucessful home automation.
POPP smart home products are compatible and
interoperable with Z-Wave certiﬁed devices from
more than 300 manufacturers worldwide.

Control Center/ Gateway
Sensors
Device Control/ Plugs
Window and Blind Control
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